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EXPLANATORY NOTE

This note is not part of the Order

This Order brings into force certain provisions of the Management of Offenders etc. (Scotland) Act
2005 (“the Act”) for different purposes.
Article 3(1) provides that sections 14 and 19 of the Act will come into force on 20th June 2006 and
that, with the exception of cases in which the maximum sentence which could have been imposed at
the time the offence was committed was life imprisonment, the provisions shall apply to sentences
imposed for offences committed on or after 20th June 2006. Article 3(2) provides that in cases in
which the maximum sentence which could have been imposed at the time the offence was committed
was life imprisonment, sections 14 and 19 of the 2005 Act apply only to sentences imposed in cases
which are commenced on or after 20th June 2006 (i.e. cases in which a report of the case is received
by the procurator fiscal on or after 20th June 2006).
Section 14 amends section 210F of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c. 46) (“the 1995
Act”). It caters for the situation in which a mentally disordered offender who has been convicted of
a sexual or violent offence and is deemed to present a continuing risk to the public meets both the
criteria for compulsory imposition of an order for lifelong restriction in terms of sections 210E and
210F of the 1995 Act and the criteria under section 57A for a compulsion order. The court will have
a choice between imposing a compulsion order and an order for lifelong restriction.
Section 19 inserts a new section 210EA into the 1995 Act. Sections 271 to 271M, 274 to 275C and
288C to 288F of that Act are applied to proceedings under 210C(7) arising from a challenge by a
sexual or violent offender to the content of a risk assessment report.
Article 3(4) sets out the provisions of the Act which are to come into force on 3rd July 2006. These
sections insert a number of sections and other provisions into the Prisoners and Criminal Proceedings
(Scotland) Act 1993 (c. 9) (“the 1993 Act”) relating to the release on licence and recall of certain
prisoners. Such prisoners will, on release be made subject to a licence containing a curfew condition
which will require the released person to remain at a place specified in the licence for a minimum
of 9 hours and up to 12 hours each day. Compliance with this condition is to be monitored remotely.
Article 3(5) provides that the provisions listed in paragraph (4) are to come into force only in respect
of prisoners to whom section 3AA(1)(a) of the 1993 Act (as inserted by section 15(5) of the Act)
applies (i.e. prisoners who are serving a sentence of imprisonment for a term of three months or
more but less than four years).
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